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CHARLES H. LYNCH

Lines on the Birmingham Church
Bombing
It was a sun like they had known before the months of vigilance
and dark insurrection.
The belfrys moaned for a new genesis; dogs rampaged for no animal
reason.
V ulcan welcomed the pigeons mincing up out of Kelly Ingram Park,
which sat quietly still licking its wounds.
Pomade, ribbons, and white dress honor a Negro Sunday.
Church cradled those who saw a sleepless week.
In the light of the realization that coffee and cigarettes in chains
dictate America s laws, the blessed chosen decided something
must be done.
Jesus loves me yes I know
Catch a niggah by the toe
Freedom marches and states rights
Won t go gentle into that good night
Someday we shall overcome
Lawdy whar dat boom come from?
Some sympathetic beings decided a hasty Armageddon was in order.
A week s martyrdom and headlines come early for a salvaged few.
The earth's shivering stimulated a mustachioed jackal to roar beneath
Europe.
Elsewhere, a disheartened dove kamikazied into the gravestone of
Jefferson Davis.
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PAUL BATES

Elegy
Dying snail
moving meekly through the hot desert
Over stony sand dunes
silently, silently
and cannot see the sun.
Hardened trail
oozed between the pebbles
and baked in the heat
Steamed blue and fragile
climbed and faded toward the light.
Vacant shell
forgotten agony
standing firmly on the rocks
Wind blows so gently
then shell will bait the sun no more.

Garment
Old brown coat
saw through eight seasons
and with me we ventured
to the backbone of night.
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MICHAEL R. BURR

Elysium Lost
being
An Allegorickally Darke Conceit
The Which I Humbly Lay at Heaven's Feet
I Hope that Jove will Look with Favour Ther
And Speed'ly Answer Sacred Kenyon's Pray'r.
An Origionall Mocke-Heroick Epicall Poem
The Author
MICHAEL R. BURR

THE ARGUMENT
ITU. Poem proposes, in brief, the whole Subject,
Ordinance,
and the loss thereupon of Elysium which was the Place: Then touches the
prime cause of the fall, the Marshall, or rather Intel as the Marshall: who
turning from Camping, and drawing to his side many Sheriffs and Troopers,
was driven out of Favour by the Demonstration of Students with all his Crew
y',' * * T° finJ
T < 5T' PT
"" Truth o/ <h" Sentiment, and
C°"ncil< which is n°< contained
" ^ '° "
herein but is elsewhere reported by the Dean.

Of Man's first indiscretion, and the worst,
O'er all the other Papers taking Hearst; '
And things severer: giving up the Times
And Christian Science Monitor for crimes
Of Passion, Sin, and Horror in The News
(New York's picture newspaper) Sing, O Muse,
Without constructing false a splendid Scoop:
Enquirer's rape of a Brownie T roop,
Or Columbus paper's scandalous Report
Of Kenyon's Protest and Gam bier's Retort—
Dispatch s malt did more than Imel can
To Justify the Council's ways to Man.
6
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As when, on Mount Olympus rose the Cry
Promethian, and mighty Jove's reply
That fighting Fire with Fire will be the Course
Before the Traitor adds to Fire more Force—
The Sword of Mars, or haughty Neptune's Wave—
With which to see the Gods set in their Grave,
So Student's Rally brought forth Mayor's Wrath
(And what a mighty Black-Jack Mayor hath!)
And Vernon's fiery Pit spew'd forth the Cars
Of Sheriff and of Troopers threat'ning bars
And thrown 'way keys for Students off'ring fight
Or Opposition to the Marshall's might.
An hundred Students boldly ventur'd forth
From Bucolic South to the angry North
And cast off Apathy one sunny day,
As Noah once built Ark though others' play,
And into tainted political Sphere
Indiffidently stepp'd. A new born Peer,
Mr. Jim Kir{, at the most Lusty Cheer,
By charismatic Pow'r seem'd possess'd,—
Before him Samson and David so blest
Triumph'd over unseemly Odds. This Text
From the most Holy Book inspir'd their next
Exciting Step, and forth the Young Man strode,
Push'd on by 'Drenalin and by Schrim's goad
(Which latter Sage had started off it all
By parking in the Fire Lane by the Mall,
And got a Ticket from the Marshall, Chuc\—
The Fates against him, Schrim had rotten Luck!)
But I digress. To start at the Begin'
It's all because Gambier discover'd Sin.
On April first, a Day of infamy,
Being April Fool's, a Day of Parody,
The Council met, and they made History;
Appointing Imel, Camp Kokosing's boss,
The Village Marshall, one-man Police Force.
And Imel, 'quipp'd with Valiant Police Car
And Ticket Book summon'd before the Bar
Of Justice those who had Transgress'd the Law—
A Person park'd improperly he saw,
Arrested him, but far too high the fine,
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And at this Kenyon's Students drew the Line—
And Citizen's Arrested Marshall Chuc\
(It seem'd the Marshall, too, had rotten Luck.)
The situation pass'd from Bad to Worse
For Stop-Signs and Speed-Zones became a Curse.
The Students this could Darkly Quiet take
But soon the inner Turmoil would out break—
The very Heaven's Gate proceed to shake—
And shatter outward Calm. The time for talk
Had ended: arrested for a Jay Walk
Was a Kenyon Lad; this the final Straw
Deciding us to dispossess the Law.
An ugliness built up, a Riot seem'd
The only way to Counteract the Fiend.
Satanic Serpents hung from every Tree
And offer'd Apples to All they could see,
Until Holy Patience had enough
And put an end to the frivolous stuff
Of Plaint and Groan and Cry and Gripe and Shout
And Students set to roust the Marshall out.
(While One might exorcise a Dibbu\ there
With dulcit one and holy pious Pray'r
The Menace plaguing Gambier could not be
Thrown out by Course other than violently.)
And so one Sunday's quiet Morn
Was rent by Plot, Samsonic Strength unshorn
Uprooted Signs and painted thereon Mar\
Of Tyranny and of the Devil dark.
The swelling Ranf^ of Students forward press'd
In hope that their Grievance would be redress'd;
As once before across th' Aegean sea
The Argonauts sailed fighting tyranny.
But Baal's Spirit—evil, hoarse and gruff
Posscss'd the Mayor, told the Crowd rebuff.
Beelzebub, the Sheriff, reach'd the Scene
And over Good Intentions threw a Screen
And turn'd the Mob into an Hideous Mass
Of screaming Students and an occasional Lass
From Eries or from Den'son's hallow'd Halls.
This, horror of the Martyr's Plight recalls,
For forth were summon'd Troopers of the State\
8
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As once before they did the Lord berate,
They forc'd the Students back to Marriott's Gate.
Where again Misunderstood they were, 't'would seem,
For Haywood said, "They were letting off Steam,"
And made them to their Rooms at once Retire
Or risk being immolated 'pon a Pyre.
Elysiunty thy fragrant Fields to see,
For Gambier hath been turn'd away from Thee!
Corrupted are th' Ideals of Ancient Spence'
And Virgil's Words no longer make much Sense!
For we who valued Idyllic Creed
Were turn'd away with Horror at the Deed:
It is not outward Crime that bears the Flaw
But Injustice garb'd in holy robes of Law!
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JAMES BRANAGAN

Notes on The Beaux Stratagem
This is the first of a series of critical discussions of the plays to be presented
by the Kenyon Dramatic Club.
—WHW
George Farquhar is alternately referred to as the last of the Restoration
comic writers and as the first writer of modern comedy. The Beaux' Strata
gem, generally accepted as Farquhar's masterpiece, bridges the gap between
the obscene sexuality of early Restoration comedy and the romantic love of
later eighteenth century sentimental comedy. It is the harmonious blending
of these two themes that has been delighting audiences for over two hundred
and fifty years.
The two parallel characteristics that run through early Restoration
comedies, such as Wycherley's The Country Wife and Etherege's The Man
of Mode, are outspoken lasciviousness and subtle wit. All relationships be
tween man and man are based on fraud and deceit, those between man and
woman are based entirely and exclusively on lust. Syphilis, or the universal
tear ot it, is the only bond that in any way unites the characters. The term
that is generally applied to Restoration comedy before Farquhar is "amoral."
None of the early Restoration plays produces feelings of censure or dis
gust at its blatant immorality; nor were they meant to. The principle
purpose of the comedy of manners was not to shock or to condemn, but to
amuse. The response to be elicited from the audience was not "How ghastly,"
but rather, 'How funny."
The most obvious humor of the manners comedy is that which results
Irom man s inability to conform to artificial social standards and his excessive

rlTS arnnrm;ty:alW"h rinchwifc and Spanish, respectively, in The

Country, WtfeBut light-hearted satire of social mores is not the sole source
of humor in the comedy of manners. Intellectual wit is the thread that unites
8 admittedly obscene, they are frigid and intellectual
nlavs
q,
plays wit IS the summum bonum and measure of social desirability. Those
ridkule The
1 T1™ fdf " are 'hc subiects of consunt attack and
ule. The success of those who possess it is measured by their ability to
gull |ealous husbands and seduce unsuspecting wives
coter^ofTlT 'ha' thC tlriRn'"'a"on writers addressed was the small
coterie of London aristocrats. Thus, the humor had the quality of a private
A fineexamnT''? 'h Cyn'CiSm ^
"Vacation of the aristocracy.
A fine example of this occurs in Congreve's The Way of the World:
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MRS. MILLAMANT: Mirabell, did you take exception last night? Oh, aye, and
went away. Now I thing on't I'm angry—No, now I think ont I m
pleased—for I believe I gave you some pain.
MIRABELL: Does that please you?
MRS. MILLAMANT: Infinitely; I love to give pain.
MIRABELL: YOU would affect a cruelty which is not in your nature; your true
vanity is in the power of pleasing.
MRS. MILLAMANT: Oh, I ask you pardon for that—one's cruelty is one's power;
and when one has parted with that, I fancy one's old and ugly. (II, i)
By the time Farquhar began writing, the emphasis in comedy was shift
ing away from the aristocracy to the much larger audience of the middle class.
His humor, locale, and characters all reflect this change. While the humor of
Wycherley, Etherege and Congreve elicited either the knowing grin as a
result of a double-entendre or a pyrotechnical display of wit or the loud
guffaw produced by ridicule, Farquhar's plays educe the warm laugh of a
more humane humor.
BONIFACE: I fancy that I have two [highwaymen] that lodge in the house just
now.
GIBBET: The devil! How d'ye smoke 'em?
BONIFACE: Why, the one is gone to church.
GIBBET: That's suspicious, I must confess. (II, ii)
While the characters of the earlier comedies were predominantly representa
tive of the coffee house set of London, Farquhar extends his cast of characters
to the countryside. Servant class characters are enabled to do more than carry
messages or help advance their masters' plots. Innkeepers, small tradesmen,
soldiers, country squires, chaplains and highwaymen troop through Far
quhar's plays transporting comedy from the coffee house to the market place.
Accompanying the change in the cast of characters is the change in locale;
the scene shifts from the salon to the country.
Along with the change of characters and the shift in locale Farquhar
presents a type of humor new to Restoration comedy. He replaces the cold
sting of satire and cynicism with a warm joyous humor. The laughter he pro
duces is based on affection rather than ridicule. An example of this occurs in
The Beaux' Stratagem when Archer, the London rake, attempts to seduce
Cherry, the innkeeper's daughter.
ARCHER: What is love?
CHERRY: Love is I know not what, it comes I know not how, and goes I know
not when.
ARCHER: Very well, an apt scholar—Where does love enter?
CHERRY: Into the eyes.
ARCHER: And where go out?
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CHERRY: I won't tell ye.
ARCHER: What are the objects of that passion?
CHERRY: Youth, beauty and clean linen.
ARCHER: The reason.
CHERRY: The two first are fashionable in nature, and the third at court. (II, i)
The humor here derives not from the typical encounter of the city rake by the
naive country maid, but from the natural shyness of a girl who wants to go to
bed with him, but can not quite bring herself to admit it and from the false
values of the court that rank clean linen with youth and beauty as the objects
of love. This is true of most of The Beaux' Stratagem. With rare exceptions,
notably Squire Sullen, Farquhar laughs with his characters, rather than at
them.
As the obscene double
and the attacks ofentendres
ridicule of earlier
Restoration comedies gave way to a more humane and warmer type of humor,
the cold, intellectual wit and tone of immorality were replaced by a sense of
reason tempered with feeling. Farquhar's predecessors realized' that social
conventions were merely masks, but mocked those who cither refused to or
were unab e to wear them. Farquhar realized that "manners" do not represent
the real relationships between people, that they restrain rather than express,
and replaced them with reason and love. Farquhar both reflects the intellec
tual wit of the earlier Restoration and anticipates the sentimcntalism of later
eighteenth century comedy is his presentation of Archer and Aimwell, the
spokesmen for reason and love, respectively. And yet Farquhar avoids the
?™m°" p aU .o£ Presen»ng spokesmen who are static stereotype figures
that undergo little character development. Both Archer and Aimwell are first
fvore 1f*'"8 W"'thy
express their pragmatic, rational outlooks:

wiv«-

^

act one they

—•
aspoverty.
A,MTt!neyAa

i)'

mUCH aVOKW' '°r

"°

crime upon Mrth but

-want of

Hut Aimwell's romantic nature is soon revealed:
wine- mV comPanyand mv reTm K
TY b°,,l<: WhMc
KTl: T ** Charmcd wi,h SaPPho's singing withom
Z \
Actalon k eatlr 7
*"5 ' '°VC hun,i"S' b« would n«, like
keep it; and jus, soTloveTfiTwoTan' '°VC * fi"C h°USC' butan0,h"
AIMWELL: In that last particular you have the better of me.
ARCHER: Ay, you're such an amorous
sport; you can', counterfeit the passZZhom
""
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Aimwcll and Archer are cut from the same basic cloth, but are of slightly
different patterns. Aimwell eventually succumbs to romantic love, confesses
all to Dorinda and chooses her instead of ten thousand pounds. Archer is left
to carry on the tradition of the rake, but even he is likable and not entirely
unscru pulous. It is Archer's honest realization that saves the play from getting
bogged down in the mire of sentimentality. Aimwell allows love to overcome
pragmatic reason, but Archer never permits his heart to distract him from
his goal. When he does indulge the opposite sex, it is more in the sexual
manner of Wycherley's Horner than in the romantic manner of Aimwell.
Love and reason, and their interrelationship in marriage, serve as the
unifying forces of the play* The standard Restoration treatment of love
equated it with passion. Marriage was ordinarily presented as a mutual agree
ment based primarily, if not entirely, on financial reasons. The usual resolu
tion of an unhappy marriage was for the partners to partake of extra-marital
relations. Farquhar's realistic and rational considerations of love, marriage,
and divorce contribute considerably to the play s durability. In place of the
usual Restoration acceptance of the letter of the marriage bond at the expense
of the spirit, Farquhar presents a rational discussion of the spirit of the bond.
For Farquhar marriage is a mixture of love and reason, a union of bodies
and minds. Thus, the admitted mutual incompatibility of Squire and Mrs.
Sullen provides justified grounds for divorce.
The rational treatment of love and marriage, the realistic treatment of
divorce and the humane humor of The Beaux' Stratagem all contribute to its
lasting popularity. Another factor that accounts for the play's durability is the
brisk dialogue and repartee. Unlike the other Restoration, Farquhar was pri
marily a dramatist, not a social essayist. Even when Congreve is at his best, as
in the compromise scene between Mirabell and Millamant in act four of I ht
Way of the World, his characters have the tendency to fall into self-indulging
soliloquies. Farquhar sets the pace in Act I and never lets it lag. A fine
example of his repartee is the exchange between Squire and Mrs. Sullen in
act five.
MRS. SULLEN: How long have we been married?
SULLEN: By the almanac, fourteen months, but by my account, fourteen years.
MRS. SULLEN: 'Tis thereabouts by my reckoning. Pray, spouse, what did you
marry for?
SULLEN: TO get an heir to my estate.
SIR CHARLES: And have you succeeded?
SULLEN: NO.
ARCHER: The condition fails of his side. Pray, madam, what did you marry
for?
MRS. SULLEN: TO support the weakness of my sex by the strength of his, and
to enjoy the pleasures of an agreeable society.
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SIR CHARLES: Are your expectations answered?
MRS. SULLEN: NO.
SIR CHARLES: What are the bars to your mutual contentment?
MRS. SULLEN: In the first place, I can't drink ale with him.
SULLEN: Nor can I drink tea with her.
MRS. SULLEN: I can't hunt with you.
SULLEN: Nor can I dance with you.
MRS. SULLEN: I hate cocking and racing.
SULLEN: And I abhor ombre and piquet.
MRS. SULLEN: Your silence is intolerable.
SULLEN: Your prating is worse.
MRS. SULLEN: Have we not been a perpetual offence to each other? A gnaw
ing vulture at the heart?
SULLEN: A frightful goblin to the sight?
MRS. SULLEN: A porcupine to the feeling?
SULLEN: Perpetual wormwood to the taste?
MRS. SULLEN: IS there on earth a thing we could agree in?
SULLEN: Yes—to part.
Farquhar delicately balances romance and reason, money and love, pas
sion and good sense. This balance has made
Beaux Stratagem a perennial
favor,te for two and a half centuries. In his broadening of the scope of characters and removing the comedy from court circles Farquhar produced a play
that is as en,oyable today as it was when it was first performed.

s
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K. C. KORFMANN

Two Figures
She bore the chalice in her hand
—Her chin and lips, fine as its rim—,
So graceful and sure was her pace
That not a drip from the chalice sprang.
So smooth and firm was his hand:
He rode a young stallion,
And with one carefree gesture
He yanked the steed to a trembling stop.
Yet, when he tried
To grasp the graceful chalice,
Then it was too difficult:
For both shook so,
That neither hand the other found
And o'er the ground dark wine rolled.
(A Translation of Hugo von Hofmannsthal's Die Beidcn)
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K. C. KORFMANN

Home
Delightful place,
Warm, and safe
From the hard fists
Of aggressivists;
Neither Madison Square
Nor Eden Garden,
But space enough
'Spite the sponge-gray stuff,
To nest and fall
Within your skull.

Who?
Who, who, who are,
Who are the people
Whispering in the corridor:
Executioners? Or are they just
Psychologists ?
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PHILIP D. CHURCH

John Brown's Raid
Kansas; May, 1856
Here unearthly in moonlight seven came
Saviour-downed and crossed: cutting
Rot away to the root: old cutting christs.
The sod beside this stream gave way gently,
Rich cascade water swept away. And
Each Brown held the wet branch free
For the next, and they did not try,
Boylike, their curious eagle-marked blades
Against any tree or hanging branch. No.
In these woods the moonlight patches fitfully
Where no walls, ancient or anemone-spilled,
Decay, nor rocks break to give sweet blooms
A way. For he seeded sons to ride to rich
Cutting, who knocked against a new-hewn door,
Solitary, who led to where moss sank gently
Giving way, the head,
And hit hard, bone-quick the moonlit blade
Stopping: hit again, they, and carefully, light
Fingered, poised humped shoulder part-way round
To get a better cutting angle in the dark.
From a crack in that cabin door, children
Saw the forms of moonlight bending down,
Merely chopping now, husbandmen ...
These three in one, and four old horsemen
Riding free to husband black harvesting.
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On the Home Front
From Guadalcanal or Tarawa
His older brother shipped
A box of war's own relics.
We inspected them after school,
Come from some jungle to Ohio
In a stout, wooden box, US.A.
Precisely lettered on its top—
Like a headline: my country.
A bayonet, therein. A helmet
With leather lining worn
And moulded to somebody's brow,
Sweat-darkened like harness.
A Japanese soldier's canteen.
His smiling mother passed round
Bits of shrapnel come to rest.
Finally, the prize: a scrap of flag
Stained with Japanese blood; blood
Turned a disappointing brown.
We passed it also hand to hand,
But touched the spots with caution,
Not certain of the joke. For we
Were movie wise as Corregidor.
All of that was in the fall, remember.
And, by December, we later heard,
The brother had been crated too
And shipped somewhere for inspection.
Bullet-proofed Bible went far East,
Bowie-knife north, and lucky marble ...
After Christmas, we never went back.
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IN DULCI JUBILO
a setting of the traditional Christmas carol
for three voices, two recorders, and cello

GORDON EWALD
Moving Joyfully
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EDGAR McGUIRE

Sunday Afternoon
By the lake,
Grey Dress and White Shirt unpack a picnic basket, while
Blue Shorts unwinds the line attached to his boat, and
Rubber Pants begins to cry, as the fish she has been watching
swims away.
Further from the water,
Aged couples walk along holding hands, just like
Younger couples who watch their
Still younger couples playing on the lawn.
And the sun shines; and the swans swim; and children play
and have their way.
As the sun sets; as swans begin for remote corners to sleep,
as children begin to weary of play,
By the lake,
Grey Dress repacks the picnic basket while
White Shirt awakens from his nap to call
Blue Shorts and Rubber Pants in from their play.
Further from the water,
Aged couples sit on a bench, remembering with no regrets
when they were younger couples.
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W. H. WEBSTER

Cynic's Sacrament
FOR RMS

You sprawl spaniel-eyed upon a pillow
Looking over a cocktail glass, aglow,
And in a throaty whisper ask me,
"What is Love?" and "Do you Love me?"
Ah my dear, and how am I to answer?
With what stock reply and in what manner?
Am I to say:
"Love is a red balloon bought in Paris on a windy day
In some small sidewalk cafe."
Or better still:
"Love is leaning arm-to-arm on the sill,
Listening to the quiet trickle of the mill."
But in the end, it all boils down to this:
"Does Love exist?"
And how can Love exist in this, our world,
When Love is padded bras and lips pearled?
Our world grows sick with neon,
Suffocates itself with nylon.
We search for Love with searching hands.
The endless Odyssey of man,
Through double beds, apartment doors,
Moth-eaten hotel ottomans,
And, oh yes, the floor.
We make of Love a simple game,
As do children, much the same:
Love is where ?
Love is there.
Love has moved to another chair.
Quick, hurry, run and catch it,
Put it in a box and latch it,
Claim the prize, a lock of hair,
And the race, was it worth it?
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Demented damsels undressed dancing
Fevered furies round a flying fire
Spew their shadows through the trees,
Their desires through night air.
Melting men in mackintoshes,
Standing stagnant in the square,
Watch their shadow puddles shrink,
Their desires cease to flare.
Demented damsels undressed dancing,
Melting men in mackintoshes ...
But excuse me, I digress,
Let me stop a bit and rest.
I'm sorry dear.
Soft as butter.
Just a little.
There, that's better.
Now, where was I ?
When fumbling youths, we only asked
A chance to touch the hem of Love.
But, by our own post puberty,
And elders, soon enlightened,
We learned that Love's a basic thing,
Not worth the price of a thin gold ring,
A thing of graphs and tables and reports
To which we dare not make retort
For fear of clashing with psychology.
You see my dear,
In our liberal educations
Lies the fundamental fault.
Spurred by modern thoughts, reinforced by malt,
Hurried by the anxious fear
That we all might perish burning,
We conduct experiments, learning
That Love, like language, is man's invention,
Created to serve his own intention.
Only a human face can smile.
Only a human heart can Love.
Our hearts hardened, made inhuman
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By constant friction with bristling people
Crowding the aisles of the supermarket
Buying Love boxed from the shelves.
1 could say
We seem to suffer from a universal
Hardening of the arteries—
I could say, though you might whimper,
Love is like a dried-up river.
Oh yes, we think that Love exists.
And so, to prove it, we construct
A Golden Girl for the worship
Of vague hands seeking
To touch, to feel, to grasp,
Waving with the indeterminate
Resolution of anemones,
Of calloused hearts seeking
To touch, to feel, to grasp,
Waiting for the thaw that brings
That flow of mutual affection.
And we continue
Plunging toward extermination
Worshipping communication.
Temples beating to the tune of Love.
Love is like a dried-up river.
Temples beating—man's invention
Created to serve his own intention—
To the tune of Love—was it worth it?—
Worth what, dried-up, sweating—
Temples beating to the tune of Love .. .
Demented damsels undressed dancing,
Melting men in mackintoshes,
Plunging toward extermination,
Worshipping communication.
As for myself:
I found Love dressed as a mourner,
A statue frozen in a blizzard.
And we have no princes now, nor wizards,
Who, by kiss or touch, could thaw
The ignored truth within her heart.
We remain, subject to the modern's flaw,
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Reeking of dross and rank desire,
In a world filled with knowing squires
And sophisticated tarts.
Now, my dear, shall we go down to supper ?
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DENHAM SUTCLIFFE

Freshman Dinner
Good evening, gentlemen. I presume that you have been looking forward
to this day for some time, and that you give a sigh of relief and some evidence
of joy to find that you are indeed at college. It is a pleasing fact that you have,
as we say, made it in. The interesting question now is in what way you will
make out. Superficial observation suggests that everybody goes to college
nowadays. When three or four million young persons are enrolled, going to
college seems less of a distinction than it did a few years ago. The joker, how
ever, lies in the definition of "college." The word is very loosely used, to say
the least. It wouldn t do for me to name, on this occasion, some of the places
to which young persons go in their delusion. The real congratulation to you
is not that you are going to college but that you are going to Kenyon College.
I make that statement with unashamed confidence and as brag. Whether
Kenyon will continue to be one of the finest colleges in the country depends
now, in good part, upon you. It was a just observation of our alumnus, The
Rev. Norman Badger, that The curse of all literary institutions is idle stu
dents." (Bodine Book 181.)
I am asked to tell you something about the origins and purposes of
Kenyon College. I do not propose to heap you with historical detail, but
only to tell you as much as half an hour allows about the context of our pur
poses and perhaps to set growing in you some of that pride in the College
which you will share with those of us who work here and with thousands of
your predecessors.
The early history of this College is wittily comprised in the song you are
just learning and that you will shortly be singing from memory. That Bishop
Chase did in fact milk the cow and smoke the ham may be doubted. But that
he almost single-handedly established the College may not. It is equally true
that he visited England to drum up money for the original endowment, and
that he got some of it from Hannah More. He mounted this hill with his
friend Henry Curtis—you will see a painting of that scene in the village postoffice said, This will do," and began construction of the College.
The choice of site was not made without debate and heartache. Some of
the interested persons argued against establishing a college in the wilderness,
as t is then was. They rightly pointed out how much more expensive it would
be to build, but especially they argued against such an intensely rural setting.
Said Charles Hammond, "If we design chiefly to establish a kind of literary
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penitentiary in which profligates are to be reclaimed, it would be a wise
measure to select a location at a distance from society, but for religious youths
such precaution cannot be necessary." (Bodine Book 19.) The Bishop in turn
argued that his thousands of acres would provide a kind of moral buffer be
tween the College and more populous places, where there are persons, as he
put it, "who find it in their interest or malicious pleasure to seduce [young
men] from their studies into vice and dissipation." (Bodine Book 20.) The
Bishop is also supposed to have said that undergraduates would frequent Mt.
Vernon over his dead body. You will not be surprised to learn that the ridge
between here and Mt. Vernon is called "the Bishop's back-bone." Incidentally,
the young man who created that title was expelled from the College. (Bodine
Book 211.)
Kenyon College was here before the village, and the Bishop had to begin
by making a lean-to to sleep in. But he worked like a demon, made every
body else work the same way, and by June of 1827 he had laid the corner
stone for Old Kenyon. Meanwhile he was throwing up houses for his little
faculty—the houses are all gone now—and temporary living quarters for his
original sixty students. Few physical signs of his presence survive. His well is
remembered by a hole in the highway near the gates to the park; some of
the trees that saw him are still standing—the great oak in front of Rosse Hall,
for instance. And of course there is a cenotaph in the Church of the Holy
Spirit. But his body lies in a neglected grave near Kickapoo, Illinois.
Bishop Chase was a driver rather than a leader; he was a man with a
mission and a very firm sense that only he knew how to accomplish it. He
had no ear for criticism and suggestion, to say nothing of opposition. Such
men frequently achieve great things, as he did, but they are not commonly
endearing men. From the very first he had squabbles with his faculty and
with his colleagues in the clergy. The tension became too great even for his
robust constitution and in 1831, after seven years of sacrificing labor, he rode
away from Kenyon College, never to return. His contemporaries were glad
to see him go; we, looking back, feel rather saddened than relieved. As the
song rightly says, there is still in Kenyon's heart a place of love for Philander
Chase.
Since Bishop Chase's time, we have had seventeen other presidents;
hundreds of teachers have come and gone; and so have thousands of under
graduates. Every one of those persons has had his influence on the College,
as you will have yours. There is fortunately no stereotype of "the Kenyon
man," no mould of manners and opinion to which you will be asked to con
form. But there is an ideal of scholarship and decency which, though many
of us fall short of it, you can help strengthen or help destroy.
We have also had many benefactors, some of whose names will become
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parts of your daily speech. The village is named for James, Lord Gambier,
and the College for George, Lord Kenyon. Those two vigorous churchmen
were Bishop Chase's leading helpers in England. Their portraits hang in this
hall. Rosse Hall commemorates the gift of Lady Rosse, the pretty lady whose
portrait hangs over there on the east wall. Bexley Hall preserves the name of
Nicholas, Lord Bexley. More recent benefactors are likewise remembered by
place-names—Cromwell House (the home of the President), the two Mather
Halls, Hanna Hall, and so on. Peirce Hall is named for a revered President
of the College who held that office for forty years. Leonard Hall is named
for a beloved bishop. The new library celebrates the name of Gordon Keith
Chalmers, who was president from 1937 to 1956. Some of you hold scholar
ships with family names attached: Gund, Matthews, Proctor, Weaver, etc. All
these persons have had their very obvious and directly traceable influence on
the College. In the most fundamental sense, they are responsible for its
existence.
As our President, Dr. Bodine, explained just seventy years ago, "a college
is founded and must be carried on, not alone upon business principles but
upon benevolence.... A college can not begin its life, nor can it continue its
life, without gifts from the state or from wealthy men; in a word, without
endowments or gifts of money a college can not exist. I do not know of a
single self-supporting college in the United States or in Europe." (Bodine
Book 80.)
We, then, and most particularly you, are the recipients of many benefac
tions, and it won t do harm if we recollect the fact now and then. Many of
you are receiving direct financial assistance from the College. I hope that
gives you a very lively sense of obligation to our benefactors and to the Col
lege, which administers their gifts. Others of you are paying your way, as it
is commonly put. The size of the bill may persuade you that you are paying a
very great amount indeed, but do not let it delude into supposing that you
are in fact paying your way. If the College charged you a proportionate share
of the costs of operation, and most particularly of the cost of instruction,
your bill would be nearly double what it is now. The difference between
uhat you pay and what it actually costs to keep you here is paid by these
benefactors, whose names run to thousands. I realize that young men, per
haps almost as much as older men, are slow to admit the claims of gratitude,
but at least let me mention them. I shall leave it to the Development Office to
remind you, a few years from now, that you too are eligible to become a bene
factor, in however modest a way.
Bishop Chase s donors, both in England and in this country, responded
to his appeal because they admired his aggressive low-churchmanship, or
Evangelicalism. They shared his sense of the grave need for a seminary of
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the Church beyond the Alleghanies that would supply the clergymen who
should give spiritual guidance to the thousands of settlers who had poured
into Ohio after the Revolution and more particularly after the War of 1812.
The Bishop's letters of the founding period insist, convincingly, that the
West will revert to barbarism if institutions of education are not established. I
remind you that the public school system of this state was only two years old
when Kenyon College began. The Bishop had not even begun to build his
college in Gambier before he realized that he could not educate men for the
clergy until they had first received rudimentary and then liberal education.
Kenyon has therefore, from the first, been an undergraduate college as well
as a theological seminary. I may remark that that fact has occasioned some
of the stormiest passages in our history.
Kenyon is, then, a church foundation. And so, we might add, with small
margin of error, and so is every other private college in America. Many of
them have almost forgotten their denominational origins, but Kenyon has
not and presumably will not. We are not controlled by the Church or owned
by it, but we remember it. The two bishops in Ohio serve in alternate years
as Chairman of our Board of Trustees. The two dioceses of the state have
been liberal benefactors of the College, as have dioceses and parishes else
where. Our gratitude for these benefactions ought, I should suppose, to be
constant.
The world outside the walls sometimes laugh at the outmoded, as they
think, and silly ways of colleges. They like to poke fun at the ivied walls
and what they call the ivory towers. They regard our Gothic architecture as
out of place in a progressive world, and I think many of them have the same
opinion of professors. Next Thursday you will see, some of you for the first
time, an academic procession. Your instructors and officers will be garbed in
robes of many colors, with something like hoods hanging down their backs.
Since you may not know it, I tell you that these gowns and hoods are a sur
vival from the clerical dress of the middle ages. The Gothic architecture is a
similar survival. The stained glass in this Hall may remind you of cathedrals,
as the Hall itself is intended to remind you of similar Halls at the University
of Oxford.
Those of us who are inside the walls find these symbols very appropriate,
for they keep us reminded of a past that we do not wish to forget. We come
by the symbols honestly, for Kenyon College is in direct line of descent from
the mediaeval universities and colleges, especially from the ancient universities
of England, Oxford and Cambridge. In the Middle Ages, a few scholars
offered lectures at the town of Oxford, and at last they began to grant degrees.
Boys and young men came from all over England and Europe to be in
structed. Boarding houses began to grow up, and to keep discipline, older
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students were hired to live in the dormitories. They began to coach the boys
in their studies, and from coaching they slowly moved to full-scale teaching.
The houses began to be called colleges—the word "college," "collegium,"
means a group of colleagues; it does not chiefly mean a park and some build
ings; it does not mean the officers or the teachers as apart from one another
or from the undergraduate members. We—you and I—are the college, the
constantly passing individual colleagues in a permanent institution. That
fact is worth a few speeches in itself, for if we all understood the fact, in
heart as well as in head, we should be a happier and more effective college.
Enough to say at the moment that what 1 do that is stupid or that is praise
worthy affects you and all the rest of us, and the same will be true of your
conduct. I wish you might become very jealous of the health and reputation
of the collegium of which you are as much a member as is President Lund.
The President is a senior member, you are a junior member, subject in some
ways to your seniors, but the President and you and I are all here on the same
terms, as colleagues. —I was saying that the Oxford houses began to be called
colleges; they began to acquire properties; they slowly became what they are
now, the chief source of instruction and government of the university.
The American private colleges were founded in the collegiate tradition
of England. Perhaps you know that Harvard was our first. That college,
like this one, was a religious foundation, having as one of its chief purposes
the education of clergymen. But it was also, from the beginning, a liberal
college. It was also a residential college, whose officers took responsibility not
only for the academic lives of their young men, but for their moral and
spiritual lives as well. These provisions were familiar and congenial to the
founders of Harvard, many of whom were graduates of Cambridge Univer
sity in England. There is not time to emphasize, but I call your attention to
the difference between this kind of structure and that on the Continent, as at
Paris or Berlin. Kenyon was established in the Harvard tradition, and is
therefore in direct line of descent from ancient Oxford and Cambridge.
Kenyon is a college of the Liberal Arts. That very phrase, "liberal arts,"
is a mediaeval phrase, inherited by them from classical antiquity. In the
Middle Ages there were seven liberal arts: grammar, logic, rhetoric, arith
metic, geometry, music, and astronomy. These arts were called liberal because
they were studies reserved for free men, in contrast with serfs or with laborers
who were tied to the routine of a craft. The meaning of the term "liberal
arts" has changed with time, as the substance of the curriculum has changed,
and the social structure. But in my small knowledge, I believe that despite
much confusion the central idea has not so much changed. That again is a
subject for many more speeches, but I propose to attempt it in five minutes
and then to sit down.
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At Kenyon College, the liberal arts continue to include the seven
mediaeval ones. But they also include chemistry and history, physics and
political science, biology and economics. In what sense are these studies
liberal? They are liberal in the modern sense, that they are not tied to a par
ticular craft, or trade, or profession. Our physics curriculum will not teach
you the craft of television design and our courses in literature do not purport
to make of you an expert editor of ladies' magazines. There are institutions
that teach that sort of thing, and some of them even call themselves colleges;
hence the delusion of which I spoke in my opening paragraph. But none of
our studies at Kenyon is designed or intended to produce a particular kind
of craftsman. It is perfectly true that our studies usually lead to vocations,
just as the studies did at the mediaeval university. Our young men want to
be physicists or literary scholars or economists, but we help them become so
not by teaching the routine of a craft but by teaching those principles that
must underly all practical applications. Our studies often seem to the world
outside the walls to be absurdly impractical, but we prefer to believe that
we are the better judges of their real worth. Furthermore, because we are
concerned with you as men, we do not allow you to think in limited pro
fessional terms. We know that whatever business or profession you later
pursue will fulfill only a part of your human function; that it will express
only a part, and not always the largest part, of yourself. You will be not only
bank director or physician or teacher, but also father, husband, citizen. And
always, of course, a man, "A Being darkly wise and rudely great,
Created half to rise, and half to fall;
Great lord of all things, yet a prey to all;
Sole judge of truth, in endless error hurled:
The glory, jest, and riddle of the world.
A liberal education cannot solve the problem of being human, but it may
help one become more aware of it. That is why we say that, though you
aspire to be a physicist, you may not ignore poetry; or, conversely, that though
you wish to be a poet, you must study modern science. You have probably
not yet read John Milton's definitive statement of the aims of liberal educa
tion ; let me read it to you:
I call therefore a complete and generous education that which fits a man
to perform justly, skillfully and magnanimously all the offices both public
and private of peace and war.
That is a high ideal; I cannot pretend that we fulfill it or even that, with the
division of knowledge, it is still attainable. But something like that continues
to be our ideal.
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Among the exhausted phrases with which undergraduates arrive readyequipped is a particularly empty one that refers to "the well-rounded man."
Asked what the phrase means, the undergraduate either confesses ignorance
or blunders round about a meaning. He suggests that it means having a
smattering of every sort of knowledge. Perhaps it does mean that. If it does,
then it is not at all the same thing as liberal education. "Liberal" and "dis
sipated' are not synonyms. Most briefly I would say that liberal education is
designed to free a man's power from merely practical considerations and to
make him thereby able to learn more readily whatever life requires him to
learn. I should say that it is designed to destroy provincialisms of all sorts.
Man has been called an invention of the Greeks. Liberal education may be
described as an effort to keep the invention going.
The effort to describe liberal education to persons unfamiliar with it is
like trying to describe diamonds to men who know only glass. You will
soon probably during the Christmas vacation—be questioned by former
high school classmates who arc now studying business administration or
journalism or education. They will want to know what purpose is being
served by your study of Jonathan Swift or of the amoeba. You may reply by
quoting the passage from Milton—at which they will surely laugh. You may
talk about well-roundcdness—a language they think they understand. What
ever you say, there will surely be an argument, with much emphasis on prac
tical usefulness and on economic value. Your best answer for the moment
must be that you are learning things that are appropriate to you as a man
rather than merely as workman. That you are learning the substance and
the principles of those liberal studies from which all practical applications
must finally take their direction.
Kenyon College now begins its one hundred and fortieth year. As time
is reckoned in Knox County, that is rather a long time. Harvard commences
its three hundred and twenty-eighth, and as time is reckoned in the United
States, that is rather a long time. The University of Oxford, according to one
calculation, begins its seven hundred and ninety-eighth year, and according to
any but geological calculations, that is a very long time indeed. But Oxford
had ancestors, among which we may certainly count Plato's Academy at
Athens, which was established about two thousand three hundred and fifty
years ago.
This, then, is the tradition into which you are about to enter and of which
I hope you will be proud. On behalf of the teaching members of the College
I give you hearty welcome as our newest colleagues in the collegium and
offer you our best wishes for success and happin ess.
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PHILIP D. CHURCH

The Snake
And truly 1 was afraid.
D. H. LAWRENCE

He made no sound, no gesture more
Than the stone made that swallowed
Him into our house where stones
Had cracked, dangling him out, black
Thick muscle convulsed into earth's core
And gone to tangle up beneath our floor.
Who could walk barefooted over such a floor ?
Boards too have cracks buried heat can spread.
For years, unseen, he'd stared us down;
Making us fill his empty pittedness
With our own terrors, hating emptiness;
He made his darkness out of ours.
Once seen, we wanted him dead, of course.
His quick retreat was a masked attack,
Shoving into us his black, tombed head.
How long he'd been there, doing that, only
Spade-headed eyes as close as deep earth
Know. He'd still be watching us, mocking,
Had not something darker in our presence
Snaked him. We watch; he's not returned.
Lying in bed, awake too late, our regrets
Turn back to back to what it was grew fat
Living quietly with those who wished it dead;
Now gone, and all our terror our own.
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PHILIP D. CHURCH

Pastoral
These trees demand too much,
My dear: they debate me down.
And they gather into their own arms
Our noise made in our fleeting.
Who could explain us, my dear,
So ringed round by the debatable
Evening: our words in anger pray
Like leaves to limbs, "Let us stay!"
But buds, not barnacles, disappear;
Limbless, the sea is better:
Gesture swelling, bell tonguing.
Limbs drop like arms down here.

Farmed Out

I

In the country here old silos simmer
Over autumn fields holding tight
To seed and summers past their light.
Silo and pen, brown and crumbling,
Tending old women tending them;
In the sunset over Erie
Another kind of beauty.
Here, odors of musk, decay:
The old woman limps from barn to pen;
Seamed, sagged, brown, she's spent, splay,
Done getting faces like hard hands
Off loin-straddling hatchet men.
The swolled sow awaits her time
In mud: she noses birth, death,
A kind of tenderness.
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MICHAEL BERRYHILL

On a Father
Father died the day before
The day before yesterday,
So we buried him today,
Not yesterday, when the fog
Was loitering around
By the craggy trees already partway
Buried in the muddy ground,
But today,
On a baby-blue, blinding-bright, light
Morning, the first day
The honeybees came out
In a sullen stupor
From their hibernation,
On a day when the trees
Were threadlike coral fans
We returned him to hibernation
And now only the honeybees
Remind me of his former presence
As they occasionally bustle into me
As brooding and embittered
About coming out
As he was about going back.
So I'm out wandering around
Elm-tree-shagbark-sycamore groves
Declaring open season
On all brown beer bottles
And trying to think of a reason
For living, and for
Father's dying so hard.
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Contributors
CHARLES H. LYNCH, who is making a second appearance in HIKA, has also
delighted us by reciting, and commenting on, his poetry.
K. C. KORFMANN is an honors candidate in the Department of German Lan
guage and Literature.
PHILIP D. CHURCH, an instructor of English at Kenyon College, is our guest
contributor. At the University of Michigan, where he is a doctoral candi
date, he won the Major Hopwood Award.
JAMF.S BRANAGAN is reading for honors in English.
PAUL BATES, a freshman, paints and writes.
GORDON EWALD, a senior English major, has not published in HIKA before.
The Matisse lithograph has been reproduced from the collection of Samuel B.
Cummings, Professor of Psychology. Photographed by John Knepper.
EDGAR MCGUIRE is a freshman and a member of the HIKA staff.
W. H. WEBSTER is a junior, reading for honors in English. He is also producmg 7 he Beaux' Stratagem.
DENHAM SUTCLIFFE used to present this speech to the freshmen of Kenyon
College. We heard it, those before us heard it, and it has become a tradi
tion here.
MICHAEL BERRYHILL, a freshman, is making an initial appearance in HIKA.
MICHAEL R. BURR has been, it seems, consorting with at least a Calliope sur
rogate. He has also written poetry for this magazine in the past.
DAVID DIAO is a senior and a philosophy major. He has recentlv exhibited
paintings at the Sacred Mushroom in Columbus.
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Colonel and Mrs. Paul L. Bates
Mr. and Mrs. Grover L. Berryhill
Mr. and Mrs. Wilber D. Correll
Mr. Julian D. Dickerson
Mr. Harry Freeman
Mr. and Mrs. Reed D. Henninger
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Lacey
Mr. Paul L. Lane
Mr. Amon Liner
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Mr. Clayton T. Newcomb
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Sanin
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The Hit{a Prizes:
The Denham Sutcliffe Prize
for Criticism
The Charles Monroe Coffin Prize
for Fiction
The Edgar Collins Bogardus Prize
for Poetry
will be awarded Spring 1964
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Compliments of

BLACK PUSSY-CAT CAFE

KNOX COUNTY AUTO CLUB
It Pays AAA To Belong
Phone 392-4821

Home of the Blue-White Diamond

LEROY'S JEWELRY
117 S. Main

Mt. Vernon

393-4946

Compliments of

DOROTHY'S LUNCH
Gambier, Ohio

Compliments of

CAMP KOKOSING
Gambier, Ohio

After the Show

THE DONUT HOLE
is the place to go

21 Public Square

Prints, Records, Bestsellers

KENYON COLLEGE BOOKSHOP
A Complete Line of Paperbacks

Compliments of

THE FIRST-KNOX NATIONAL BANK
Mount Vernon, Ohio

FOSTER'S PHARMACY
Medical Arts Pharmacy

ZINK'S MARKET
309 S. Main St.
Shop for Really Fresh Apples, Oranges, and Snacks

Compliments of

KOKOSING MARKET

HAYES GROCERY STORE
Wines and Beer
Good Food and Cheese

Musical Instruments and Records

(Eolmttal fHusir, Inr.
25 West Vine Street

WORLEY'S
Men s Clothing and Furnishings
Mount Vernon, Ohio

Tobacconists to Literati

KENYON COLLEGE SHOP
The best in pipes, cigars, tobaccos

"For fine dining in historic Gambier"

THE VILLAGE INN
Gambier, Ohio

Phone: 427-3494

A Restaurant-Bar

Fine Food

Draft Beer

THE GOLDEN KEG
202 W. Chestnut St.

Mt. Vernon

Pizza and Italian Spaghetti—222 S. Main
ANTON'S LOUNGE — "A Good Place to Eat"
Beer and Wine to Carry Out—Phone 23976

The best in photography: portraits, applications, etc.

SI E. Gambier Street

D. GdfVerick, C.P.P.

"Certified Professional Photographer"

Compliments of

The People's Bank

EX 2-1057

"See Us for All Your Painting Requirements"

The Sherwin-Williams Company
212 S. Main — Mount Vernon, Ohio

"Flowers for all occasions"

114 s. Main st. William's Flower Shop 392-2076

A Fine Store in a Fine Town

Ringwalfs
"Just a Step from the Flicks"
7 S. Main St.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
f

